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Serbia between East and West
Today, like always, Balkan countries, and especially

ago, only some are afraid of publically acknowledging it. If

Serbia, are found at the crossroads of economical and

Serbia were a rich and regulated country, like for example

therefore political interests of the West and Russia. Some

Switzerland, it could perhaps be above East and West. But

countries, such as Montenegro or Macedonia, have already

it is not. Serbia today is a small, legally unregulated and

decided: West. Serbia so far is trying to sit on two chair,

partocratic creation with large economic problems and

with the danger of falling on the floor if both chairs should

under the protectorate of the West, in which, simultane-

they both get out from underneath it due to impatience

ously, Russia spreads its influence. What is its future then?

over Serbian indeci-

This is a question for

siveness. Certain Ser-

the West, rather than

bian analytics openly

Serbian politicians.

write about the fact

Who says

that Serbian „neutral-

the Balkan markets

ity“ is, in fact, a lack

are uninteresting for

of clear own political

the Germans? If any

attitude caused by

Balkan resident was

fear of Western or

skeptical that his

Russian sanctions if

region has any sort

it would clearly side

of economic impor-

with one or the other.

tance to the pow-

However, it is clear

erful Germany, he is

that Serbian politicians in power see themselves and their

greatly mistaken. Of course it has. Analysis concerning

pockets first, and Serbia latter, clearly in the Western block.

this can be read in our newest issue.

On the other hand, for quite some time West doesn’t

Also highly interesting is the text concerning Serbi-

see Serbia as a „partner“ but simply as its economic and

an-Bavarian economic cooperation, that has a long tradi-

political interest. If, by some miracle Serbia does become

tion. Serbia with Bavaria (12.4 million people) has a larger

a EU member, it will be its so-called „third league“ mem-

exchange of goods than with Turkey (74.9 million people).

ber. It is a fact that Serbia achieves two thirds of its goods

In addition, the readers have an opportunity to

exchange with West, not with the East. Thus, Serbia’s

read on the current Bulgarian market, the state of Serbi-

heart is maybe drawing it to Russia, but it is clearly rather

an automobile industry and new infrastructure projects

choosing to travel westwards. This makes the media

in Serbia.

stories of Serbian „neutrality“ a mere fairy tale for the
naive. Serbian politics were clearly determined long time

Do not skip any text, because SEE Perspective
deserves it.
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FACTORY NEWS FOR MAI 2015:
SERBIA
Passenger aircraft renovator SR Technics
moves its operations to Serbia

Average time for claims payment collection
in Serbia 141 days
Average claims payment collection in Serbia in early 2014
totaled 126 days and now, a year later, it is 141 days.
The Law on deadlines for settling debts in money
transactions obliges that the state and public companies
must pay for goods and services within 45 days and private firms up to 60 days, Novosti reports.
Illiquid situation crisis in economy has increased
during the previous months as a consequence of decrease
in purchasing power of population and salary decrease.
Economic consultant, Dragoljub Rajić, said that the
average deadline in EU in 2014 was 35 days. According

Tangosix reports that the SR Technics, one of the largest

to him, in Macedonia, the average deadline for payment

Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) companies, is

is 68 days and in Montenegro 76 days and Bosnia and

to move its administration from Zurich to Belgrade. In an

Herzegovina 137 days.

interview with the portal Tango Six, SR Technics top man

Chinese company is interested
cisely because, as he put it, our country is becoming ever in construction of port in Belgrade
Marko Aspesi revealed that they had chosen Serbia premore attractive to multinationals.
“Serbia is geographically well-placed”, said Aspesi.
“Belgrade is a dynamic and attractive city with a well-educated, highly qualified and industrious work force. We asked
the question: is there any other place that better satisfies
our needs? The answer was a clear no.”
A Centre for Business Processes began work officially a few weeks ago. It will provide administrative support to
operations and other professional services required by their
global business of aircraft maintenance.
In the coming year the plan is to move 250 jobs
in business functions and processes that are currently
based in Zurich.
Aspesi emphasized that the staff they would be
seeking should have experience in business administration
processes rather than in aviation.
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As reported by BETA news agency, Chinese “China Environmental Energy Holdings” is interested in participating in
the project of the construction of the port of Belgrade, the
Ministry of construction, traffic and infrastructure of Serbia
has announced on Friday, April 17, 2015.
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The company founder, Bili Ngok, signed on Thursday,

and projects” at the Serbian Chamber of Commerce, said

April 16, 2015, signed Memorandum of Understanding

that although the best result was generated in export in

with the minister of construction, traffic and infrastructure,

the past 10 years, it is pretty modest objective that this

Zorana Mihajlovic.

year at least six and a half and seven and a half million

The document implies mutual work on the project

dollars is generated. According to him, economic cooper-

of construction and usage of the port at the Mihajlo Pu-

ation has been developing but it has not still reached the

pin bridge at the left coast of the Danube which was built

level we would like to see.

by the Chinese workers and which was funded through
the Chinese loan.
They planned also mutual development of feasibility study for the new Belgrade port project.

Malić thanked to representatives of Japan for great
support and donations over the years and stated the data
that within 150 projects, Japan provided support of EUR
450 m to Serbia.

As it was explained, signing the memorandum is

He said goods exchange during previous year to-

a part of mutual activities of companies from Serbia and

taled USD 114 m which is a fall of 12% compared to 2013.

China on implementation of announced Chinese interest

Malić said that in goods exchange, Serbia has an

for cooperation on so-called area of ground part of the

option to launch agricultural products, primarily berry fruit

“silk road” via which goods from China is transported

and organic products.

to the Western countries. -The document is not of an

New flights between
of other Chinese companies for creation of multimodal Serbia and Switzerland soon
exclusive character and it is expected that the interest
traffic knots is shown, including ports, industrial zones
and similar facilities at the part of the Danube through
Serbia – the Ministry of construction, traffic and infrastructure announced.

Export from Serbia to Japan
increased by 6,7% during 2014

eKapija from Belgrade reports that Serbian Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Construction, Transportation and Infrastructure Zorana Mihajlovic and Swiss
Ambassador to Serbia Jean-Daniel Ruch signed 15 April
2015 an Air Traffic Agreement that should contribute
to the intensification and liberalization of relations between the two countries in this field.
Mihajlovic reminded after signing aforementioned
document that Serbia and Switzerland already had an air
traffic agreement, explaining it was now perfected and
made complete.
She explained that the agreement would allow
for intensification of flights between the countries as

During the previous year, Tanjug reports, Serbia generated export increase to Japan of some 6.7% but the value is
still lower than seven million dollars, the head of the Department for Europe and overseas developed countries
at the Ministry of tourism, trade and telecommunications, Zoran Malić said. At the round table “Cooperation
with Japan through investments, knowledge transfer
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agreed by local carriers.
Ruch reiterated that the document would bring
the two countries closer, adding that it was very significant given that a large number of people from Serbia
were living and working in Switzerland. He reminded
that approximately 20 weekly flights were operated between Switzerland and Serbia at the moment.
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IMF: Serbia in recession in 2015 as well,
recovery next year

CEO Blagoje Spaskovski. The pre-prepared reorganization
plan is a chance not only to settle debts to creditors and
solve the company’s decades-long problems with debts,
but also to allow RTB Bor to resume operations and become one of the leading companies in Serbia - Spaskovski
told the press conference

Russian energy minister Novak:
„Turkish Stream can go through Serbia“

As reported by Tanjug news agency, according to estimation of International Monetary Fund (IMF), Serbia will this
year remain in recession with negative growth of 0,5%, so
that in 2016 it would recover and record a positive increase
of 1,5%.
However, IMF warned at the problem of high public debt and budget deficit in Serbia which is why there is
a need for fiscal consolidation and limitation of public consumption as well as for restructuring key state-owned
companies.
Economic growth in the Balkans countries which
were hit by catastrophic floods last year will speed up in
2015 and 2016 thanks to recovery in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia as well as employment increase in other
countries in the region, IMF states.
Economy of the countries of so -called “Developing Europe” which this year obviously increase moderately
thanks to lower oil prices but poor foreign demand will halt
more significant economic progress, IMF forecasts within

Alexander Novak

Russia is negotiating with five European countries Greece, Macedonia, Serbia, Hungary and Austria - on the
onshore route of the Turkish Stream gas pipeline, said
Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak.
In a statement to TV Russia 24 that was cited by
the news agency Tass, Novak reminded that the onshore
route of the Turkish Stream would partially coincide with
that of the South Stream. According to him, economic
parameters of that infrastructure will be determined by

its spring World economic forecast.

the European Union. Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller noted

RTB Bor to settle debts of EUR 700 million

for participation in the construction of cross-border in-

that Gazprom had not yet received concrete proposals
frastructure for the Turkish Stream gas pipeline.

News agency TANJUG reports that the Mining Smelter Ba-

Gazprom and Turkey’s Botas signed a Memoran-

sin (RTB) Bor has finished the pre-prepared reorganization

dum of Understanding on 1 December 2014 for the con-

plan for the company, which will, if adopted, make it possi-

struction of offshore gas pipeline between Russia and

ble for RTB Bor to exit the reorganization process and solve

Turkey via the Black Sea.

the problem of debts totaling EUR 700 million, RTB Bor
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The capacity of the gas pipeline will be 63 billion
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cubic meters of gas, about 50 billion of which will be delivered to the new gas hub at the Turkish-Greek border.
The Turkish Stream is going to be an alternative to
the South Stream project that was abandoned by Russia
in December 2014.

Inflation to return within target
limits in the second half of 2015
Inflation will get back within its limits of four percent
plus-minus 1,5 percent in the second half of the year,
the National Bank of Serbia (NBS) announced. It will be
the consequence of current monetary policy measures,
expected correction of regulated prices, first of all electricity as well as low base late last year, of cigarettes and oil
derivatives prices decrease, it was stated in the announcement of NBS.
The central bank reminds that inter-annual inflation
increased in March to 1,9%, which is still below the lower
limit of allowed difference with respect to target. Accord-

ing to data of the Republic Statistical Bureau, increase of
consumer prices in March totaled 0,7%.
Monthly inflation, almost completely, is a consequence of price increase of non-processed food and fuel,
natural gas and oil derivatives.
Basic inflation in March remained stable, zero
percent, which points out that inflation pressures have still
been low, it was written at the website of NBS.

BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA
Import and Export in Federation of BiH
increased in February
tistics FBiH achieved an export in March 2015 in the total value of 525.433 BAM, which is for 28.071 or 5.6%
higher compared to February 2015, i.e. for 36.875 or by
7.5% higher compared to March last year.
At the same time, the import to the Federation of
BiH increased as well.
In the same month, import in the value of 908.680
BAM was achieved, which is for 105.477 BAM or by 13.1
higher compared to February 2015, i.e. for 34.305 BAM
or 3.9% higher compared to March last year.
In the period January- March 2015, export grew
Export from the Federation of BiH is higher in March by

on average every month for 6.9%, and import grew on

5.6% compared to February, and by 7.5% compared to

average for 13.6%. Participation of the Federation of BiH

February last year, “Novo Vrijeme” reports.

in the total export of Bosnia and Herzegovina for March

What Federation exported the most are agricultural products, minerals, goods from the field of manufacturing industry and electricity.
According to data of the Federal Institute of Sta-
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2015 is 69.5%, and in the total import 66.1%.
Countries to which FBiH exported the most are
Germany, Italy and Croatia. From these countries, BiH
imported the most as well.
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The new Project from Goražde:
Construction of a large-scale solar Power Plant
In Western countries, renewable energy sources have

will become a B&H center when it comes to the produc-

had a large share in energy investments in recent years

tion of solar energy.

and the city of Goražde is one of the very few cities in

“We received a construction permit and all we

B&H which have recently started using solar panels in

need now is the energy consent. The plan is to place

the production of electricity for households.

3,200 new panels. I expect that the contractors will be

After the construction of 670 solar panels was
completed last year, in the village Bujaci near Goražde,

on the field soon, and by the end of the year all the panels should be on their place,” said Bujak.

five times more will be built in this year, and thus Goražde

BULGARIA
Bulgaria to Host Trilateral
Talks on Vertical Gas Corridor with Greece
Economic Policies Tomislav Donchev will be present for the
opening of the meeting.
The project aims to contribute to improving the security and diversification of natural gas supplies in the region of Central and Southeast Europe.

Eurostat ‘Has Reservations’
about Bulgaria’s 2014 Deficit Data
Bulgaria had the EU’s third-lowest debt and a 2.8% budget
deficit in end-2014 but quality of data the country is sending is met with reservations, according to the bloc’s statisBulgaria is to host on Wednesday a trilateral working meeting on the construction of a vertical gas corridor with Romania and Greece.
Both the high-level and expert working groups on
the vertical gas corridor will hold their first meetings on
Wednesday, daily Dnevnik reports.

tical body Eurostat.
It points that Bulgaria’s debt was 27.6% of GDP at
the time (with only Estonia, 10.6%, and Luxembourg, 23.6%,
having a more positive indicator).
But as for deficit, Eurostat “is expressing a reservation on the quality of the data reported by Bulgaria in re-

The three countries are to work in close cooperation

lation to the sector classification of the Deposit Insurance

with the High Level Group on Central and South Eastern

Fund and the impact of the government deficit of the fund’s

Europe Gas Connectivity (CESEC), which was inaugurated

repayment of the guaranteed deposits (BGN 3.7 B) in the

in Sofia in February.

Corporate Commercial Bank [Corpbank or KTB].

At the invitation of Bulgarian Energy Minister Te-

“The impact of the transaction will be assessed by

menuzhka Petkova, the meeting will be attended by Greek

Eurostat in cooperation with the Bulgarian statistical au-

Energy Minister Panagiotis Lafazanis and Romanian Ener-

thorities during the coming months,” the agency’s state-

gy State Secretary Mihai Albulescu.

ment reads further, forecasting “this will most likely result

Bulgaria’s Deputy Prime Minister for EU Funds and

10
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in an increase of the government deficit”.
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The country paid billions in deposits to asset holders

than EUR 150 000 000.

at KTB in the past months, after its fourth-largest lender
collapsed last June.

The applicants’ proposals for the competition shall
be assessed on the basis of the proposed working pro-

Bulgaria’s debt is estimated at BGN 19.34 B (23.6%

grammes, resources for environmental protection and bo-

of GDP) in Q3 of last year and BGN 22.694 B (27.6%) over

nuses as provided for in the competition dossier, according

the next quarter.

to the Energy Ministry.

In Q4, 2014 as many as 16 member states saw an

The deadline for purchasing the competition dossier

increase in GDP-to-debt ratio, with Bulgaria recording the

expires on the 120th day following the publication of this

highest one (4%) followed by Austria (3.7%) and Sweden

Decision in the Official Journal of the European Union.

(3.5%).

The deadline for submitting applications for particiThe Bulgarian GDP was at BGN 82.164 B in 2014,

according to the statistical agency.

Bulgaria Launches Tenders for Oil,
Gas Exploration Rights at Silistar, Teres Blocks
The tenders for oil and natural gas exploration rights for
Block 1-14 Silistar and Block 1-22 Teres, two exploration
blocks located in Bulgaria’s Black Sea continental shelf and
exclusive economic zone, are underway.
The announcements were published in the Official
Journal of the European Union on April 18.
The licenses for prospecting and/or exploration of oil
and natural gas will be awarded for 5-year periods.
The applicant-merchant or at least one of the participants in the applicant-corporation should have generated
total net income of sales for the last 3 financial years, depending on the date on which it was established, not less

pation in the competition expires on the 140th day following
the publication of this Decision in the Official Journal of the
European Union.
The deadline for submitting the proposals under the
competition dossier expires on the 155th day following the
publication of this Decision in the Official Journal of the European Union.
The holders of the permits are expected to be selected in early autumn.
The la unch of the competitions for the two exploration blocks is part of the commitment of the Bulgarian government to reduce the country’s dependence on imports
and to develop its domestic oil and gas reserves.
The government expects that the competitions will
attract the attention of leading international companies in
the sector, as is the case with the Han Asparuh exploration
block.

CROATIA
Croatia wants Montenegro Airlines

The meeting with the minister of traffic at the
Government of Montenegro, Ivan Brajovic, was attended
by the heads of Croatian and Montenegrin airline Kresimir Kucko and Daliborka Pejovic.
At the meeting, they discussed experience of Cro-

According to the BETA news agency, representatives of
Montenegrin ministry of traffic and Croatian airline Croatia Airlines spoke about introduction of the Podgorica-Zagreb flight.
• With the set up of that traffic connection, cooperation
between the two countries would be improved - the
Government of Montenegro reported.
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atia with respect to privatization of its national airline, it
was added in the announcement.
Media have previously announced today that Croatian airline is interested in ownership structure at Montenegro Airlines and that the Podgorica-Zagreb flight
should be opened by June this year.
Montenegrin government asked from the national
airline better connection with destinations in the region.
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Podgorica is connected with the countries in the
region with Belgrade and Ljubljana.

Germany still hasn’t decided to extend
restrictions on employing Croats

Croatias 2014 general government deficit
at 5.7% of GDP, public debt at 85%
As reported by “dalje.com”, Croatia’s general budget deficit in
2014 was HRK 18.8 billion or 5.7% of GDP, while the general
government debt reached HRK 279.5 billion or 85% of GDP,
the National Bureau of Statistics (DZS) said in its report on
excessive budget deficit and general government debt on
Monday.
By comparison, the general government deficit in
2013 was HRK 17.6 billion or 5.4% of GDP, while the gener-

The German government has not yet decided on possible ex-

al government debt was HRK 266.1 billion or 80.6% of GDP.

tension of transitional rules restricting access to the German

The increases were partly due to the new ESA2010 meth-

market for Croatian workers, however, those restrictions are

odology.

already minimal, the German Social Welfare Ministry stated.

Such reports serve as the basis for the fiscal moni-

“No decision has yet been made on extending the

toring of EU member states by the European Commission

transitional period with restrictions, but i would like to point

to see whether they meet the relevant Maastricht criteria,

out that there are many exemptions enabling many catego-

namely that the proportion of general government budget

ries of Croatian workers to work in Germany,” the ministry’s

deficit in GDP is less than 3% and consolidated general gov-

spokeswoman said in a response to a query from Hina.

ernment debt is up to 60% of GDP.

Croatia joined the European Union on 1 July 2013, and

The biggest weight on the budget deficit was the sta-

on 30 June this year, a two-year transitional period restricting

tistical treatment of social transfers from the second to the

access to the German labour market for Croatian nationals

first pension pillar. Since, according to statistical rules, such

expires. Restrictions on the free movement of workers from

transactions are not treated as income on receipt, the deficit

EU newcomers may be imposed over a transitional period

had increased by HRK 3.07 billion, the DZS said. The assump-

of up to 7 years after they join the EU. Thus, Germany can

tion of the debt of the HZ Cargo rail company, in the amount

extend this period under the model “2+3+2” years.

of HRK 955 million, also added to the deficit increase.
The reclassification of two financial institutions - the
Croatian Bank of Reconstruction and Development (HBOR)

Germany must inform the European Commission of
any decision to this effect by 30 June 2015 at the latest, the
German ministry explained.

and the State Agency for Deposit Insurance and Bank Res-

For the first two years after a country joins the EU, na-

olution (DAB) -- had a positive impact, while the inclusion of

tional law and policy of the countries that were already part

the HBOR led to the general government debt increasing to

of the EU determines access to the labour market for work-

4.4% of GDP.

ers from the newcomer and they may need a work permit.

The primary general government deficit in 2014 was

If a country wants to continue to apply these restrictions for

HRK 7.36 billion or 2.2% of GDP, as against HRK 6.17 billion

three more years, it must inform the Commission before the

or 1.9% of GDP in 2013.

end of the first two years.

Finance Minister Boris Lalovac said earlier this month

Germany applied exemptions to many categories of

that last year’s budget deficit could be between HRK 16 bil-

workers in the first two years of restrictions, so, for example,

lion and 18 billion, rather than HRK 12.8 billion as previously

highly-educated professionals or seasonal workers coming

announced.

from Croatia did not need to seek a work permit.
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MACEDONIA (FYR)
Macedonia’s Economic Growth
to Meet Expectations

The positive trend is expected to resume in 2015, with
low-cost airline WizzAir enlarging the number of Paris Beauvais-Skopje and Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg - Ohrid flights.
Figaro Voyag magainze also dedicates an article to
Macedonia titled “Five Reasons to Visit Macedonia”.

Macroeconomic parameters show that business climate

“Ensconced amidst the Balkans, Macedonia is still

and economic situation in Macedonia is moving within the

a destination away from mass tourism. Yet the country

forecasts, estimated on Tuesday Mitko Aleksov, Executive

has a rich cultural heritage and unspoiled natural areas”,

Director of Macedonian Chambers of Commerce.

reads the article, urging travelers to visit Ohrid, Skop-

“We are expecting the results from the first quarter of this year regarding the GDP, to show if the predicted

je, Pelister national park, archaeological site Stobi, and
monastery St.Jovan Bigorski.

growth of 4% for the whole year will materialize. According

Moreover, specialized web-portal for travel work-

to the indications and activities within the main sectors, i.e.

ers “PagTour” also invites travelers to visit Macedonia for a

the construction, the mining, metal, textile, the metal-pro-

weekend getaway or a discovery tour, including its majestic

cessing and the food processing sector, we expect positive

lakes and natural sanctuaries, the eclectic capital of Skopje,

results,” Aleksov said when asked how the political crisis

peaceful monasteries, vineyards, and try the exceptional and

affects the business climate.

tasty cuisine.

More and More French Tourists Come to Macedonia

Construction of Marquardt Plant Nears Completion
The construction of the Marquardt plant near Veles, a
German investment worth EUR 35 million, is approaching its end.
Veles Mayor Slavčo Cadiev said that intensive
preparations are underway for the launch of the production process.
“Timely realization of activities is a proof of the favorable business environment,” Cadiev said, who visited
the site alongside Marquardt country manager Wolfgang
Aicher.

Five French tour-operators paid a visit April 13-17 to Macedonia, upon an invitation of the Agency for Support and
Promotion of Tourism, reads travel magazine TourMag.com.
Representatives of tour-operators Kuoni, Verdie,
Intermedes, Arts et vie and Alest Voyages had the oppor-

MONTENEGRO
Montenegro Industrial Production
Rises Sharply In March

tunity to witness the novelties of the emerging Balkan

As reported by RTT News, Montenegro’s industrial

destination.

production climbed for the second straight month in

The magazine for professional travel workers says
the number of French tourists in Macedonia increased by

March at a faster pace, figures from the statistical office
showed Monday.

14 percent in 2014 compared to the previous year, follow-

Industrial production jumped 19.3 percent in

ing an enhanced media campaign in France over the coun-

March, much faster than February’s 5.9 percent climb. In

try’s tourism offer.

January, production had fallen 3.4 percent.
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Manufacturing production surged 9.2 percent an-

tical office showed Friday.

nually in March and that for mining and quarrying ad-

The producer price index rose 0.5 percent year-

vanced by 38.9 percent. Utility sector output also ex-

over-year in March, slightly slower than February’s 0.6

panded notably by 31.7 percent.

percent climb, “RTT News” says.

On a monthly basis, industrial production rose at
a slower pace of 5.3 percent in March, following a 10.1
percent increase in the prior month. It was the fourth
month of rise in a row.
In the January to March period, total industrial
production grew 7.0 percent compared with the corresponding period last year.

Montenegro PPI Inflation Eases For Fourth Month

In January, prices had risen 0.8 percent. Producer
prices have been increasing since July last year.
Prices in the utility sector grew 1.5 percent in
March from the previous year and that for manufacturing sector went up by 0.1 percent. Ming and quarrying
prices also climbed 0.3 percent.
On a monthly basis, producer prices edged up 0.1
percent in March, after staying flat in the preceding month.

Montenegro’s producer price inflation slowed for the
fourth straight month in March, figures from the statis-

SLOVENIA
IMF Rep Urges Continued Efforts
to Reduce State Role in Economy
“The Slovenia Times” reports that Delie Velculescu, who

need to accelerate efforts to privatise other assets where

heads the IMF mission to Slovenia, said privatisation was

the state has a majority stake”, said Velculescu, who point-

one way of reducing the state’s role in the economy, which

ed to the telco and the state-owned banks.

is needed to “boost economic efficiency and minimise risk
to the taxpayer”.
She assessed in her comments that excessive political meddling in the corporate sector remains an obstacle to
greater economic efficiency.
Velculescu’s comments come in the wake
of the sale of a majority stake in brewer Pivovarna Laško to Dutch giant Heineken and

She also commented on the IMF’s decision to upgrade forecasts for economic growth in Slovenia for the
coming two years, saying that this was mostly a consequence of favourable external factors.
The upgrade “largely reflects the impact of the ECB’s
quantitative easing program, the depreciation of the
euro, and oil price decline on both exports and domestic demand”.

news that only one bidder has submitted

Velculescu said that to secure sustainable

a bid for a majority stake in telco Telekom

long-term growth Slovenia should continue to fo-

Slovenije.
While the Pivovarna Laško sale
meant that that the state offloaded
its minority stake, there is increasing

cus on corporate debt restructuring, bolstering
corporate governance and structural
reforms that deal with the negative
demographic dynamic.

speculation that it could retain its
majority stake in Telekom for now
due to lack of suitable offers.
While the sale of Laško is
“encouraging, the authorities
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GREECE

may examine it in time for a Eurogroup by
the 30th of April, however this is rather
difficult and unlikely.
As such, the 30th of June is considered the most important deadline, as this
is the date when the Greek program is set
to end. The Eurogroup scheduled for the
11th of May, although not initially planned
to discuss the Greek affair, may be a new
deadline. The source which spoke to To
Vima though noted that the use of deadlines in talks may lead to brinkmanship
and unnecessary excitement.
Contrary to suggestions in the
press, the source noted that the negotiations are being carried out in the best possible way and although
the source was hesitant to comment on the possibility
of early elections, estimated that it was an unlikely scenario. The source asserted that there was no “ideological
clash” with Greece.

Bloomberg warns Greek crisis may spread, just like
Lehman Brothers did
Bloomberg has published an article disputing the belief

Agreement with partners and creditors
must be reached by end of June

that the Greek crisis will be contained and not spread

The government may have lost valuable time, but not

retary of the Treasury and the Federal Reserve also ap-

everything is lost, claim sources from the European

peared confident.

within the Eurozone, while drawing parallels with the
Lehman Brothers collapse in 2008, when the US Sec-

Commission, who predict that an agreement with the

Although the belief that a Greek default will not

institutions will be reached. The same sources revealed

have a significant impact on the other Eurozone mem-

that the government’s controversial legislative act was a

bers is gaining momentum, the article points out that

European request and is indicative of its commitment to

the repercussions could be far greater than expected,

the negotiation, Greek “To Vima” reports.

with some claiming that in this case Europe will have

According to the EC source, while there has been
progress in talks, there is a still is a significant distance

committed an even greater calculation mistake than
when creating the euro.

on critical matters. Nevertheless, there are two deadlines

The article stresses that the European economy

that the Greek side has, in order to provide a compre-

is still fragile and that the last thing it needs is a shock

hensive and costed list of reform proposals – Thursday’s

like a Grexit. Should Greece be allowed to default and be

Eurogroup in Latvia and a potentially emergency Euro-

expelled from the Eurozone, the markets will be aware

group for next week. Should a preliminary agreement be

that countries without a sustainable debt may be ex-

reached, then there is a chance the Euro Working Group

pelled from the single currency system.
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HUNGARY
National utilities company to enter electricity
market by start of 2016
Hungary’s First National Utilities Company (ENKSZ) is expected to start offering electricity services by the beginning of next year at the latest, the company’s chief executive, Peter Janos Horvath, said in an interview published
in daily Magyar Hirlap.
Horvath said there was still much work to be done
before ENKSZ can start offering district heating services
because of the peculiarities of the market.
ENKSZ was recently established by the government
to act as an efficient, predictable and cheap utilities provider. It started operating on the gas market this month,
partnering with state-owned Fogaz, and will later launch
on the electricity and district heating markets.

day, citing tax office (NAV) figures.

Horvath said ENKSZ could not promise to undercut

NAV inspected 7,502 shipments, seizing 283 be-

its competitors, but it would weigh any steps to reduce

cause of irregularities. The seized cargo is estimated to be

operating costs and pass these savings on to consumers

worth about 1 billion forints.
Another 500 million forints in revenue was collect-

.

Road haulage control system
increases tax revenue by HUF 1.5 bn in March

ed from the inspected taxpayers fulfilling overdue tax obligations in cash in 1,303 cases, NAV said.
Starting from March, haulage companies are re-

Inspections based on an electronic monitoring system for quired to pay security risk fees to NAV on some risky
road haulage companies that aims to eliminate tax evad- products. A total of 2.13 billion forints was forwarded to
ers have increased tax revenue by 1.5 billion forints (EUR the tax authority’s deposit account by April 7, says “Daily
5m) in March, business daily Napi Gazdasag said on Fri- News Hungary”.

ROMANIA
Romania can spend last year’s
unused EU funds by 2017
Romania can spend by 2017 last year’s unused EU funds
worth EUR 3.11 billion.
The EU Council approved on Tuesday, April 21, the
reallocation of these funds for 2015-2017, reports local
Mediafax.
In 2014, Romania committed to projects with
EU funding worth EUR 3.98 billion. However, it failed to
spend EUR 3.11 billion, which will be transferred to pro-
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jects due to start between 2015-2017.

the National Agency for Cadastre and Land Registra-

By comparison, Poland committed last year to

tion’s budget, said Development Minister Liviu Dragnea.

projects worth EUR 11.22 billion and failed to spend

It was difficult to convince the European Commis-

only EUR 95 million.
At an EU level, member states made commitments
to projects due to start in 2014, worth EUR 61.75 billion.
They used almost EUR 40.65 billion of this amount.

sion to finance this program with European money, said
Dragnea, cited by local Mediafax.
The law changed so that the agency could keep the
revenues it collects and use them only for financing this
program. So far, its revenues used to go to the state budget.

Romania’s National Cadastre Program
costs EUR 1.3 billion
Romania will launch its National Cadastre Program. It will cost EUR 1.2-1.3 billion, EUR 300 million of
which will come from European Funds and the rest from
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FEATURED TOPIC:

GERMAN ECONOMY IN BALKAN PARADISE
Who says the Balkan markets are uninteresting for the Germans? If any Balkan resident was sceptical that his
region has any sort of economic importance to the powerful Germany, he is greatly mistaken. Of course it has.
Author: Milan Vučković

In the May 2014, while the Balkan region fought greatest

pany and protect the existing workplaces. They know that

floods in its history, in German Bundestag Angela Merkel

the challenges are great and that they fist have to obtain

stated that the Germans are „among the winners of glo-

detailed knowledge of the target markets, identify possi-

balisation“ („Die Welt“). There are, naturally, many eco-

ble partners, finances, logistics… And it is in this domain

nomic reasons for this fact, but the most important one is

that they receive concrete dual support from their state.

that this country has for decades been among the world

On one hand through various subsidies and cheapest

export leaders, since the whole economy is export-ori-

loans in Europe, and on the other through the „Small Busi-

ented. With the lowest interest rates in Europe the state

ness Act“ (SBA) project of the European Commission (EC),

significantly supports the so-called Mitellstand (small- and

which provides SMEs with support beyond the borders of

medium-sized enterprises). In practice, it means that even

their home country. It is interesting that this project, initi-

the small German enterprises with only 25 employees are

ated six years ago, does not belong solely to the EC who

already considering expanding their business across the

proposed it, but it had to be ratified by the EU Member

borders. For multiple reasons. The main reason being that

States. In the meantime, this project contributed to the

they provide financial stability to the central of the com-

better understanding and support of policies directed to-
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ward SMEs in the EU. The goal which is slowly realized is

However, times are changing, the new, dynamic markets

to reduce burdensome bureaucracy and legal acts that, in

are emerging, export is falling due to industrial espionage

any way, prevent the faster growth of European SMEs. It

(dominated by China) that gives birth to a serious compe-

seems that Germany reacted in the right way in the last

tition. It is a fact for quite some time that the Chinese no

decade in order to secure even faster international expan-

longer seek to simply copy others, but strive to create their

sion of its Mitellstand that makes up a 98% of its whole

own technology and obtain global industrial supremacy.

economy. When, two years ago, German chancellor went

However, the Germans know that and have been develop-

to her first visit to Thimphu (Kingdom of Bhutan, South

ing the institutional strategies for alternative export sce-

Asia, slightly larger than Montenegro), she was followed

narios for years. If we look at the foreign trade statistics in

by 40 businessmen of the leading German companies. If

2013, we will see that the whole German export to the EU

any Balkan resident was sceptical that his region has any

was 623.5 billion EUR, and the imports were worth 577.6

sort of economic significance to the powerful Germany, he

billion. It means that Germany has a positive trade balance

is greatly mistaken. Of course it has. Ever since recently the

of 45.9 billion EUR with the EU countries. At the same time,

most important export market of this country was the EU.

its trade balance with European countries that are not the

However, for a number of years in continuity German ex-

members of the European Union, among them the Balkan

ports to the EU are reducing further and further. The main

countries, is also interesting. German exports amounted

reasons are the numerous economic problems of large Eu-

to 221.6 billion EUR, while the imports were 176.4 billion.

ropean states. Due to that reason, every Euro from exports

This means that the positive trade balance was 45.2 billion

becomes important. Minus has to be covered and there

EUR - almost the same as with the EU countries.

are still many countries in the world that have the need for

Countries of the „Western Balkans“ try, together

German machines, technology, products and even servic-

with Germany, to participate in the race for foreign trade

es. Everywhere where the German companies appear in

primacy. Here we also have interesting information,

the new markets they are followed by their partners from

such as that Macedonia is the only country in the region

the country who have umbrella contracts in order to pro-

which has for years registered a foreign trade profit with

vide them with support in marketing, PR, tax and revision

the largest German-speaking country, and that Serbia

consultations etc. The entire export strategy is well though

records it as well, only with the Free State of Bavaria

and, even more importantly, functions well for decades.

(around 12 million citizens).

Country
Croatia (EU)
Romania
(EU)
Bulgaria (EU)
Total
Serbia
Bosnia
Montenegro
Albania
Kosovo and
Metohija
Macedonia
Total
Grand Total

Export
2014

Import
2014

Total 2014

Export
2013

Import
2013

Total 2013

951.22

2,242.19

3,193.41

853.65

2,009.16

2,862.81

10,170.09

10,695.65

20,865.74

9,167.61

9,585.93

18,753.55

2,600.40

3,305.02

5,905.42

2,683.26

2,642.49

5,325.75

13,721.71

16,242.86

29,964.57

12,704.52

14,237.58

26,942.11

1,265.29

1,691.58

2,956.87

1,202.78

1,584.60

2,787.38

545.68

786.87

1,332.54

521.84

759.76

1,281.60

22.02

77.76

99.78

34.87

76.26

111.13

60.12

158,20

218.32

81.82

134.20

216.02

11.44

153,01

164.45

16.40

135.53

151.93

1,568.61

679.68

2,248.29

1,181.19

549.59

1,730.78

3,473.16

3,547.10

7,020.25

3,038.86

2,239.94

6,278.84

17,194.87

19,789.96

36,984.82

15,743.38

16,477.52

33,220.95

*Source: StBuA
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Günter Verheugen, ex EU commissionaire, gave a

in Germany, that apart from being a world’s largest ex-

statement last year that the „real homeland of German

porter, is also one of the largest importers, with a huge

SMEs is, actually, market of whole Europe“.

market that „swallows“ the goods from the entire world.

According the Serbian Business Register Agency,

The good news for Balkan countries is that in the

only in Serbia there are exactly 396 companies whose

future their trade with Germany will undoubtedly go up.

founders are German legal persons, and an additional 461

However, at the same time, the political pressure on the

founded by German residents. The increase in a number

Balkan countries will continue (the experience taught us

of German-founded registered companies is found in

that „separation“ of politics and economy in Europe does

almost all countries in the region. On the other

not exist) to introduce any sort of blocks

hand, the number of German production

to the Russian economic interests in the

companies in Serbia is also increasing,

region. Just like Montenegro did, when

and there are now almost 50 of them.

Russian counter-sanctions in Moscow

They are, mostly, export-oriented

immediately shut down one Montene-

companies that positively influence

grin bank in that country (Atlas bank).

foreign trade balance. But not only

In other words, current German

with the exports. They are largest

foreign policy has a schizophrenic char-

exporters to Germany, but most of

acter: on one hand its businessmen are

them are also significant importers

against the economic war with Russian

(almost complete technology, ma-

federation, while the politicians (apart

chines and materials).

from certain individuals in the Govern-

Speaking of the import of raw

ment) are deepening the conflict, even

materials, it is alarming that a very small

though it has a huge determinant ef-

number of resident national companies on the

fect for the German economy, which

Balkans can even perform as suppliers of individual com-

might cause the reduction of investments in the Balkan

ponents to German manufacturing companies. However,

region. Previously quoted Mr Verheugen said nicely that

the German partners claim the reason to be the obvious

only „someone with no brains can try and create Euro-

lack of required quality, missed deadlines and outdated

pean-Russian ice“. For, as he claims, this is about rescu-

technology. Speaking of outdated technologies, not only

ing of really large projects that were planned for years

the Germans, but also Italians, Turks, Chinese and oth-

in advance. He publically asked how will, for example,

er unmentioned West European countries are hopeful-

Germany compensate in the short term a mega-project

ly looking toward these markets. The situation with the

that Siemens was supposed to participate in, worth more

outdated technologies is, after all, the same in all Bal-

than two billion EUR in Russia, which will also leave an

kan countries. On the other hand, no one in the Balkans

entire chain of German SMEs without engagement? Such

came up with the idea of how many of their companies

examples show us why the German economy is greatly

are currently operating in Germany? This is, we suppose,

interested in de-escalation of the current crisis. As the

the information that the national Chambers of Commerce

history shows, when the „great“ are fighting, the „small“

should have. And they don’t. They even don’t have an

ones suffer the most, as our Balkan region could see with

analysis of possible exports of their products and services

the „South Stream“ project.
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Economic cooperation
between Serbia and Bavaria
In the last few years the value of goods exchange between Serbia and Bavaria increased four times. Serbia takes
high sixth place in Eastern Europe when speaking of economic cooperation with Bavaria
Author: BSN Team

Economic cooperation between Serbia and Bavaria (joint

In this moment in Serbia there are about 50 active

market of 19.75 million population) must first be viewed in

production companies from Germany, a third of which

the frame of complete Serbian-German cooperation, which

are from Bavaria. Most of them are reexporting their

is constantly increasing since the year 2000.

complete production into Bavaria and EU markets.
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Year
Mio. €

Exports

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

1,229.90

1,276.15

1,468.56

1,529.54

1,584.47

1,691.58

4%

15%

4%

4%

7%

717.13

898.25

995.26

1,214.25

1,255.29

21%

25%

11%

22%

3%

1,993.28

2,366.81

2,524.80

2,798.72

2,946.87

9%

19%

7%

11%

5%

growth*
Mio. €

Imports

590.84

growth*

Volume of
Trade

Mio. €

1,820.74

growth*

*Compared to the same period of time of the year before

Up to now largest German investments in Serbia are

pharmaceutical and chemical industry.

recorded in privatized sector: the German Stada took over

Last year saw a new record in trade between two

Vršac-based Hemofarm for 510 million EUR, Henkel took

countries, reaching 2.95 billion EUR. Serbian exports was

over Merima from Kruševac for 130 million EUR, Messer

1.26 billion, while imports 1.69 billion. The trade deficit

Group took over Tehnogas for 120 million EUR, etc.

from 2006 of 968 million EUR was reduced to 426 milion.

However, largest investments of German and Bavarian medium-sized companies are seen in the sector

Currently there are 397 German companies in
Serbia, employing over 25,000 people.

of automobile and electronic industries, and after that

Foreign Trade Germany - Serbia
2009 - 2014
2,000.00

Milo. €

1,500.00

1,468.56
1,229.90

500.00

1,276.15

590.84

1,584.47

1,691.58

1,214.25
898.25

1,000.00

1,529.54

1,255.29

995.26

Exports

717.13

Imports

0.00
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Source: Stat. Bundesamt, Bayerisches Landesamt f. Statistik

Serbian-Bavarian business cooperation is also seeing

new trade record worthy of attention, amounting to 734 mil-

constant growth. A fact that is unknown even to many peo-

lion EUR, in which Serbian exports participated with 461.74

ple in Serbia is that in the trade with Bavaria, a state that has

million EUR. This is also the first time that the 700 million

12.44 million people (based on the information from 31st

EUR barrier was broken through. Serbian exports to Bavar-

December 2011) is constantly recording positive results.

ia in 2013 was 398 million EUR, slightly higher, and in 2012

In the previous year, 2014, Serbia and Bavaria saw a
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Foreign Trade Bavaria – Serbia 2009 - 2014:
Year
Mio. €

Exports

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

217.91

222.61

247.87

248.83

280.32

272.34

2%

11%

0%

13%

-3%

255.84

308.70

358.85

398.49

461.74

13%

21%

16%

11%

16%

478.45

556.57

607.68

678.81

734.08

8%

16%

9%

12%

8%

growth*
Mio. €

Imports

225.58

growth*
Mio. €

Volume of
Trade

443.49

growth*

*Compared to the same period of time of the year before

What is important is the limitless possibilities for
the improvement of trade between Serbia and Bavaria

Hawle Armaturen (in Belgrade); Knauf and Knauf Insulation
(in Belgrade and Surdulica) and many others.
One of the oldest institutionalized economic connec-

and the improvement of trade balance in exchange with

tions is the Serbian-Bavarian commission, founded in 1970

whole Germany.
Today, there many well-known Bavarian companies

with the objective of encouraging and improving coopera-

operate in Serbia. For example, only 5 Bavarian companies:

tion between Serbia and Bavaria in different sectors. Due

Leoni (in Prokuplje), Grammer (in Aleksinac), Drexlermayr

to the war on the Balkans, the Commission temporarily

(in Zrenjanin), Siemens (in Belgrade and Subotica) and IG

ceased to function in the period between 1991 and 2001.

Bauerhin (in Inđija), jointly employ over 8,000 people, that
Today, about one third of Serbia’s foreign trade with

is, they feed exactly 8,135 Serbian families.
Next to them, there are also some other Bavari-

Germany is with Bavaria (2.95 billion EUR in 2014), and in

an companies which produce in Serbia: Megle and Wack-

the last few years the value of goods exchanged increased

er-Neuson (in Kragujevac), Mühlbauer (in Stara Pazova),

four times.

Foreign Trade Bavaria - Serbia
2009 - 2014
461.74
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358.85
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Source: Stat. Bundesamt, Bayerisches Landesamt f. Statistik
Effective: February 2015
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A significant ethnic community of Serbians (approx.

visited Bavaria, in the organization of Business Support

50,000 people) lives and works in Bavaria, many of who

Network (BSN), which consisted mainly of smaller Serbi-

work in large and important companies from that part of

an companies seeking closer cooperation with Bavarian

southern Germany. According to the information of Cham-

companies. During the visit, the Serbian delegation was

ber of Commerce for Upper Bavaria and the city of Munich,

received by the high-ranking officials of two leading Ba-

over 100 Bavarian companies are operating in Serbia and

varian business associations (OWWC and DOM), who also

more than 350 maintain constant business contacts with

expressed an interest in closer networking with companies

Serbian market.

from Serbia.

Serbia is, also, highly ranked (sixth place) in Eastern

From all the listed reasons it is expected that the

Europe when speaking of business cooperation with Bavaria.

Serbian-Bavarian economic cooperation will constantly

This cooperation will surely be improved, consider-

advance and set new records in the future.

ing that in March a large business delegation from Serbia
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Economy BULGARIA

FDI engine of economic growth
Large-scale development programs and huge investment projects have already been prepared particularly
within energy, transportation and tourism sectors. Bulgaria has introduced the most attractive tax regime
amoung the EU member states.

Bulgaria, Old town, Market

Bulgaria is a European, Balkan, Black Sea and Danube

pinned by the goals of maintaining macroeconomic and

country located in Southeast Europe, in the northeast part

financial stability.

of the Balkan Peninsula. This geographic location places it
at the crossroads between Europe, Asia and Africa.
In recent years, foreign direct investment inflows have
been a significant engine of economic growth in Bulgaria.
Bulgaria’s budget deficit and public debt are among
the lowest in Europe.

Located at a strategic crossroads between the EU,
the Middle East and Russia, Bulgaria enjoys unlimited and
duty-free access to the EU Market and to the markets of all
countries benefiting from EU preferential trade regimes and
trade agreements with the EU.
In order to fully benefit from its advantageous loca-

Bulgaria offers various advantages as a favorable

tion, Bulgaria has been speedily developing a modern trans-

business environment. The economic policy is under-

port and logistics infrastructure that couples with the exist-
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ing port facilities along the Black sea coast and the Danube

subsector stands at 10200. The turnover in manufacture of

River to make our Country an important transit hub in the

rubber and plastic products stands at EUR 0,79 billion.

whole region.

Electrical Engineering and Electronics – 45000
people employed in about 2300 companies in the sector,

Favorable tax Regime:

the industry generates revenues over EUR 1.5 bn and more

• 10 % corporate tax (the lowest in the EU).

than 75% of the production is exported. Easy access to the

• Increased depreciation rates (50%) for investment in new

EU, Russian/CIS and Middle East markets. A vibrant mix of

machinery, industrial equipment and appliances, comput-

international and local companies from the electronics sec-

ers, peripheral devices and software.

tor with successful operations in Bulgaria.

• 2-year VAT exemption for imports of equipment for in-

Food and Agriculture – Among the top EU member

vestment projects over EUR 2,5 million, creating at least 20

states in terms of average profitability growth (Bulgaria

jobs.

+23%, EU-27 +12.3%). The biggest producer of lavender

• 5 % withholding tax on dividends.

oil and one of the top three producers of rose oil in the

• 10 % personal income tax rate (flat rate).

world. Famous for the symbiotic development of authentic strains of Lactobacillus Bulgaricus and Streptococcus

Key economic sectors:

thermophilus, thanks to which the country produces the

Machine-building – The share of machine building

famous Bulgarian yoghurth. Bulgaria is well-known for its

and metalworking sector in the manufacturing industry in

wine production. Major exporter of grains, like sunflower

Bulgaria is measured at 18.3% according to the number of

seeds, corn, wheat, rapeseed and etc. Very high health and

employees and 12.1% according to the value of the turn-

environmental protection standards make Bulgarian food

over. The sector has very good potential for development

products fully prepared to meet even the highest and most

regarding the interest from the foreign investors in the last

complex consumer requirements.

few years. A big diversity of international and local companies in the sector, successfully operating in Bulgaria.

Transport and Logistics – Number of enterprises –
19062, turnover – BGN 10 bn, Number of persons enployed

Information Technology – The Software industry is

– 156086. Bulgaria has established a very comprehensive

forming 1.74% of the GDP of Bulgaria. The revenues of the

infrastructure: 6 motorways (some under development), 230

companies in the sector will reach BGN 1.37 billion, which

railway stations with capability for loading/unloading cargo,

is an increase of 15% compared to the previous year (2013).

4 international airports, 2 major seaports on the Black Sea, 4

About 60% of the sales are exports and the main markets

major river ports on the Danube, approximately 30 industrial

are the US, Canada and Western Europe. Bulgaria is well
prepared to become a regional hub as it hosts a number of
world and local IT leaders.
Business Process Outsourcing – The BPO sector
employs about 22000 people and generates more than
EUR 475 million in revenues (3% of GDP). Attrition rate is
several times lower than that in the rest of Europe. Expectations of sector growth by 100% over the next 3 years.
Chemical Industry – The industry as a whole registers turnover at EUR 2.81 bn and employment at 85000.
Non-mineralproducts account for the highest share, with
turnover at EUR 1.13 billion.
The total turnover of manufacture of paper and paper
products stands at EUR 0.32 billion and employment in the
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zones (some under development). Strategic geographic loca-

Slavs and proto-Bulgarians, forming nowadays the rich

tion, providing easy access to the markets in Europe, Russia,

cultural and historic heritage of Bulgaria.

the CIS countries, Turkey and the Middle East. Five Pan-European corridors pass through the country.

The Country’s favorable climate and natural attractions provide the basis for the development of its

Balneology – Bulgaria has about 600 miner-

142 resorts, of which 26 are marine resorts, 56 moun-

al water deposits with over 1600 springs of varying

tain resorts, and 58 are balneological resorts, not count-

(10°C-103°C) and indisputable curative properties. The

ing the numerous spa centers.

country has about 65 balneological resorts.
Healthcare and Medical Torism – Bulgaria has
experienced medical personnel. Bulgaria ranks second in
Europe after Iceland in the number the mineral springs,
providing all types of mineral water existing in nature.
With its moderate climate and four seasons, Bulgaria is
an attractive destination for treatment, prophylaxis and
recreation.
Tourism – Bulgaria is a country of ancient civilizations with magnificent nature, charming old towns, remarkable historic places, UNESCO Heritage sites.
The lands of Bulgaria have been populated since
antiquity. Various cultures have left exceptionally valuable artistic and architectural evodence – the Thracians
and Illyrians, ancient Greeks and Romans, Byzantines,
Bulgaia, Sea
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Automotive Industry in Serbia
More than 60 international investors have invested almost €1.7 billion, creating more
than 27.000 jobs. The Serbian automotive industry supplies almost all major European
and some Asian car manufacturers. Nowadays, these investors represent the export
champions of Serbia.
Source: SIEPA

Zastava cars was a local producer of vehicles and compo-

their quality to a level where they became the regular tier

nents which formed an industrial partnership with FIAT

1’s of Ford, PSA, Opel and other global brands.

starting in 1953 and spanning over 30 years in time. Zastava

Today, the automotive industry in Serbia is again

101 was a huge success for the company and was exported

fueled by the cooperation with the Torino car giant Fiat and

to UK, Poland and Egypt in over 1.5 million units before the

Zastava. At the same time the tradition and know how in

cease of production in 2008. During its peak production and

the industry attracted a significant number of foreign in-

sales times in the 80’s Zastava launched another great suc-

vestors to the sector which in turn stimulated local suppli-

cess, a Serbian built super-mini car named Yugo. The illustri-

ers to improve and grow.

ous career of the Yugo became even more striking as more
than 150,000 units were sold to the US market.

In 2008 a new impetus was given to the automotive
industry of Serbia by a JV between Fiat and Zastava. After

In parallel to Zastava’s growth during the 70’s and

more than 20 years the built in Serbia vehicles found their

80’s, the supplier industry in Serbia thrived as well. Com-

way to the European and US markets with a new Fiat 500L

panies soon discovered that the local market was by no

model. The start of mass production in 2012 generated an

means the limit of their success and as a result, improved

unprecedented 42% annual growth in industry turnover.
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The company produced 117,000 500L vehicles in 2013,

al from Krusevac. Both are now a part of large systems as

majority of which were exported to US and EU markets

they were acquired by Michelin and Cooper Tires respec-

creating over 1.5 billion in turnover and prompting FCA to

tively. Michelin is currently undergoing a significant invest-

the number 1 position as the largest exporter from Serbia.

ment project which aims to increase the current produc-

Many international companies set up production

tion of tires by additional 1.5 million tires a year in addition

facilities in order to supply FCA, such as Magneti Marelli,

to the existing capacity of around 8 million. Production of

Johnson Controls, Draxlmaier, Mecaplast, Sigit, Lames and

globally recognizable brands such as Michelin, Tigar, Riken,

others. They invested around 150 million and employed

Kormoran and Rotex is a big step forward for the company

around 2500 workers. Additionally, investors from the

and the region. Cooper Tires and Michelin plans for the fu-

sector which already had production companies in Serbia

ture suggest large growth of the turnover in next 10 years.

expanded their investments to supply FCA. The ambitious

Routing, taping, crimping – the wiring harness is

plan envisages that 80% of components should be local-

considered one of the most cumbersome of the automo-

ly sourced and it provides stimulus for additional invest-

tive parts. The “big three” in Serbia in this sub-sector are

ments, both foreign and domestic.

Yura Corporation from South Korea and Germany’s Dräx-

Besides vehicles produced by Fiat, Serbian automo-

lmaier and Leoni. When one is driving a BMW, Hyundai

tive sector shows a diversified portfolio of component pro-

or Fiat there is a very good chance that wiring in the car

ducers. Passenger and other tires are very important prod-

came from Serbia. Typically built using Serbian copper, the

ucts rolling out of Serbia in large volumes. This is primarily

wiring harness quickly became one of the dominating ex-

a result of strong industrial heritage and brands created in

port products born out of the Serbian automotive industry.

the past 50 years such as Tigar Tyres from Pirot or Tray-

These companies have six factories in Serbia and employ
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thousands of workers. Yura Corporation went beyond the

It was the Competence Center’s success which motivated

assembly of wire harnesses and has set up a company

Bosch to build its first factory in Serbia. The plant which

named Yura Eltec to supply production facilities with wires

is part of Bosch’s electric drives division that commenced

and cables directly from Serbia.

with production in summer 2013.

There is one name which is a synonym in the glob-

More than 60 international investors have invest-

al automotive industry today - Robert Bosch. The German

ed almost €1.7 billion, creating more than 27.000 jobs.

multinational is very careful and selective in the planning

The Serbian automotive industry supplies almost all major

process and attracting them to set up a factory near Bel-

European and some Asian car manufacturers. Nowadays,

grade is a clear sign of opportunities Serbia provides to

these investors represent the export champions of Ser-

multinationals from the industry. A very special aspect of

bia. Still, the true impetus to the industry’s development

Bosch presence in Serbia is its’ Automotive Aftermarket

occurred when the largest production investment ever in

Competence Center.

Serbia was made by Fiat Group. The new plant brought in

What started out as a small operation in 2009 grew

technological and business practices which spilled over not

into a team of more than 40 engineers responsible for the

only to additional Tier 1 foreign investors such as Johnson

data which defines, for example, the launch of Bosch’s fuel

Controls or Magneti Marelli, but also to local producers.

management system products for the entire EMEA market.

BUSINESS

S U P PO RT

N E TWO R K

was formed by managers and consultants who
have worked for years in different business associations in Serbia, as well as in private sector companies. Their experience makes them some of the
most knowledgeable in Serbia’s business climate.
The NETWORK’S vision is an increase in the
number of successful investments in Serbia, as well
as an increase in the number of residential companies which export and successfully compete in the
EU single market.
The NETWORK has a permanent open communication with the media in Serbia, providing
analyses and information
concerning the business
environment and the reality
of doing business in Serbia.
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S U P P O RT F O R I N V E S TO R S
•

Company registration

•

Legal counseling and necessary business services

•

Audit of company’s legal acts (Due Diligence)

•

Predictive legal analysis

•

Tax counseling

•

Legal support to expatriates in Serbia

•

Legal support to foreign investors (during realization
of the investment, choice of location, obtaining permissions, negotiating state grants, etc.)

•

Selection of legal representatives in all sort of court
cases

•

Engaging court expert witnesses and interpreters

•

Collective bargaining with Trade Unions and workers’
representatives

•

Other services to companies and individuals

SEE Perspective N.07
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Serbia:
What will SME Development Strategy bring?
Dragoljub Rajić from Business Support Network (BSN) says to eKapija that the new Strategy
is improved when compared to the previous one that was valid until 2013, but he also notes
that it does not tackle the key problems of entrepreneurs.
Source: eKapija, Belgrade

According to the SME, Entrepreneurship and Competitiveness Development Strategy for 2015 to 2020,
which was adopted on 27 March 2015 by the Serbian government, Serbia will in 2020 have 350,000
small and medium-sized enterprises employing
950,000 people.
This long-announced document is the Serbian government’s response to the problems experienced by companies that account for 99.8%
of all juristic persons in Serbia.
Namely, if the objectives of the Strategy were met, the number of SMEs in our country would grow from current 315,412 to 350,000
and the number of employees from less than
770,000 to 950,000.
In order to achieve this strategic vision
- development of entrepreneurship and competitiveness based on private entrepreneurial initiative, knowledge and innovation,
which will strengthen Serbian companies
to a satisfactory extent so as to be able to
readily respond to the pressure of competition in the EU market and contribute
to the improvement of living standard in
the Republic of Serbia, the Government has
adopted 6 pillars.
The Government plans to improve
the business environment and access to
the sources of finance, and it works on the
development of human resources, strengthens the sustainability and competitiveness of
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SMEs, improves access to new markets, develops and
promotes the entrepreneurial spirit, and it will also encourage women’s, youth and social entrepreneurship.

How to improve export?
In order to improve export, the state will improve the
availability and quality of available information on foreign
(priority) markets, enhance the knowledge of exporters and

Incentives for lower interest rates
In order for the business environment to get improved, the Strategy calls for the reduction of tax and

provide them with expert support, and it will also mediate
in the establishment of contacts with potential business
partners.

non-tax obligations of the economy sector, introduction

Katarina Jovanovic, assistant to the economy minis-

of more efficient investment procedures, as well as the

ter, said in her guest appearance on the national television

improvement of regulatory and legislative framework.

RTS that the biggest problem related to new markets was

According to the adopted Strategy, small and medi-

the impossibility of connecting with other markets and en-

um-sized enterprises should be given better terms for

terprises.

participation in public procurements.
One of the priorities of the Strategy is also the im-

From paper to implementation

provement of access to the sources of finance. In order

Dragoljub Rajić from Business Support Network

for this goal to be achieved, the plan is to enhance the

(BSN) says to eKapija that the new Strategy is improved

quality of offer of the banking sector and to develop new

when compared to the previous one that was valid until

financial instruments, including the development of new

2013, but he also notes that it does not tackle the key prob-

models of funding, improvement of the loan guarantee

lems of entrepreneurs.

issuing system, and the use of leasing and factoring.

• The state must solve systemic problems faced by busi-

If it keeps sticking to the Strategy, the state will

nessmen: unfavorable sources of finance and high taxes

use incentives to tackle one of the major problems faced

that substantially aggravate the operations of entrepre-

by SMEs - high banking interest rates.

neurs - says Rajic.
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Rajic cites Macedonia as a positive example we could

In order to implement the Strategy, the state plans

follow because this country cut taxes imposed on entrepre-

to include the representatives of the economy sector in the

neurs two years ago and, thus, achieved a stable economic

process of passing regulations, and it is also announced

growth as well as a better living standard than in Serbia.

that the Council for SMEs, Entrepreneurship and Competi-

• For a better situation in Serbia’s entrepreneurship sector,

tiveness will be established.

it is necessary to make a serious change to the whole system - Rajic adds.
Katarina Jovanović, assistant to the economy minister, says that the Strategy provides framework for the

Following the adoption of the Strategy, which is also
aligned with the policy of the European Union, the plan is to
educate the Council that will supervise and coordinate the
implementation of the Strategy.

period ending 2020, while concrete measures to improve

As Jovanovic says, the results of implementation will

the situation will be specified every year on the basis of

be measured on the basis of indicators, that is, quantitative

action plans.

values for each of the six pillars of the Strategy.
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Infrastructure in Serbia

Construction of three new bridges
in Belgrade
The bridge at the Sava at Obrenovac will be built within the planned concession at Corridor
11 so that it would connect the first section of the Surčin-Obrenovac highway.
Source: RTS

The Ministry of construction, traffic and infrastructure an-

will be built first which will be funded through savings from

nounced that at the bypass around Belgrade, two bridges

the loan of the European Investment Bank totaling EUR

more will be built, at the Sava at Ostruznica and at the

30 m.

Danube at Vinča as well as another bridge across the Sava
for Corridor 11 at Obrenovac.
The construction of the bridge across the Sava at
Ostružnica will by the end of the year within the second

The bridge at the Sava at Obrenovac will be built
within the planned concession at Corridor 11 so that it
would connect the first section of the Surčin-Obrenovac
highway- Trifunović said.

lane of the highway at bypass, the state secretary said at

Speaking about the bypass around Belgrade, he said

the ministry, Dejan Trifunović, adding that tender for the

that within the first stage of the bypass, the second lane

bridge will be released in May, Tanjug reports.

of the highway from Ostružnica to Bubanj potok should

• In the next period, we can expect three new bridges –

be completed, 24 km long and that a total of EUR 200 m

Trifunović outlined, adding that the bridge at Ostružnica

is necessary.
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The second stage of a bypass which comprises con-

Trifunović expects that projects at bypass around

struction of the Bubanj potok - Vinča and Pančevo high-

Belgrade which is a part of Corridor 10 could be imple-

way construction, 31 km long, is planned together with

mented in the next two years.

railroad-road bridge across the Danube and according to
the first estimations, the works will total EUR 470 m.
For the completion of the first stage and implementation of the second one, according to Trifunović,

The second stage of the bypass construction around
Belgrade is also important for the implementation of the
Belgrade on water project and functioning of the main railway station Belgrade center in Prokop, Trifunović added.

Memorandum with Chinese company “Sinohydro” was

Batajnica knot which is a part of the bypass should

signed which should deliver the offer for that investment

be completed by May 1 this year and the second lane of

by the end of the month.

the highway from Dobanovci to Ostružnica by June 1.
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Corporate Culture

Brilliant and engagingly written, Why Nations Fail answers the question that has stumped
the experts for centuries: Why are some nations rich and others poor, divided by wealth and
poverty, health and sickness, food and famine?
Is it culture, the weather, geogra-

the politics that created these

phy? Perhaps ignorance of what

completely different institutional

the right policies are?

trajectories.

Simply, no. None of these

Based on fifteen years

factors is either definitive or desti-

of original research, Acemoglu

ny. Otherwise, how to explain why

and Robinson marshal extraor-

Botswana has become one of the

dinary historical evidence from

fastest-growing countries in the

the Roman Empire, the Mayan

world, while other African nations,

city-states, medieval Venice, the

such as Zimbabwe, the Congo, and

Soviet Union, Latin America, Eng-

Sierra Leone, are mired in poverty

land, Europe, the United States,

and violence?

and Africa to build a new theory

Daron Acemoglu and James

of political economy with great

Robinson conclusively show that it

relevance for the big questions of

is man-made political and eco-

today, including:

nomic institutions that underlie

• China has built an authoritarian

economic success (or the lack of

growth machine. Will it continue

it). Korea, to take just one of their fascinating examples,

to grow at such high speed and overwhelm the West?

is a remarkably homogeneous nation, yet the people of

• Are America’s best days behind it? Are we mov-

North Korea are among the poorest on earth while their

ing from a virtuous circle in which efforts by elites to

brothers and sisters in South Korea are among the rich-

aggrandize power are resisted to a vicious one that

est. The south forged a society that created incentives,

enriches and empowers a small minority?

rewarded innovation, and allowed everyone to partici-

• What is the most effective way to help move billions

pate in economic opportunities. The economic success

of people from the rut of poverty to prosperity? More

thus spurred was sustained because the government

philanthropy from the wealthy nations of the West? Or

became accountable and responsive to citizens and the

learning the hard-won lessons of Acemoglu and Rob-

great mass of people. Sadly, the people of the north

inson’s breakthrough ideas on the interplay between

have endured decades of famine, political repression,

inclusive political and economic institutions?

and very different economic institutions—with no end

Why Nations Fail will change the way you look at—and

in sight. The differences between the Koreas is due to

understand—the world.
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